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The Beaumont Chamber of Commerce Economic Index

Welcome to the Beaumont Economic Index, the centerpiece of the Beaumont Economic Pulse.
The index serves as tool for tracking growth rates and business cycles, and in general the
overall performance of the Beaumont economy. It is fully adjusted for inflation, seasonality,
and volatility, though local economies have some natural volatility that is difficult to scrub in
its entirety without lowering its sensitivity to movements in the economy and/or its various
indicators.

THE ECONOMIC INDICATORS ON PAGE 2 ARE USED TO FORMULATE THE OVERALL ECONOMIC PULSE.
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Retail Spending - Month 
(Taxable-Per Sales Tax Rebates)
Retail Spending - Year-To-Date
(Taxable-Per Sales Tax Rebates)

Automobile Spending - Month
Automobile Spending - YTD

Hotel Motel Revenue - Month
Hotel Motel Revenue - YTD

Building Permits Issued - Dollar Valuation - Month
Building Permits Issued - Dollar Valuation - YTD

Single-Family Residence Permits - Month
Single-Family Residence Permits - YTD

Existing Home Sales - Month
Existing Home Sales - YTD

Average Home Sale Price - Month
Average Home Sale Price - YTD

Dollar Volume Home Sales Activity - Month
Dollar Volume Home Sales Activity - YTD

Employment (LAUS) - Month
Employment (LAUS) - YTD

Unemployment Rate - Month
Unemployment Rate - YTD

EMPLOYMENT

Beaumont Economic Index

New Businesses (Brick & Mortar) - Month
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With the exception of the monthly average home sale price, all economic indicators expressed in dollar form above, are adjusted
for inflation by restating all prior periods in current dollars.
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That means the overall employment situation is mixed, with higher employment, but also a higher unemployment rate
compared to year-ago levels. The employment total – the number of employed Beaumont residents – is up by a solid
3.0% in August compared to August 2022.July and August represent the highest rates of year-over-year employment
growth moving above 3.0% for the first time this year at 3.3% in July, and 3.0% in August.

The unemployment rate for the city, however, is 6.1% in August compared to 5.7% in August 2022.

Auto spending bounced back in August after two straight monthly declines with inflation-adjusted spending on new and
used motor vehicles up by nearly 12% compared to August 2022. That also moved the year-to-date total into slightly
positive territory, up by 0.5% compared to the first eight months of a year ago.

Not so general overall spending, however, as reflected by Beaumont sales tax data. Real (inflation-adjusted) spending
per the August sales tax rebate to the city was down by 5.4% compared to the August 2022 monthly total. For the
year-to-date, general real spending is off by 8.0% compared to the total through August of a year ago.

Hotel/motel activity remains on the wane as well with real spending on lodging down by 3% in August, and 2.3% for
the year-to-date compared to 2022 totals.

General spending remains in negative year-over-year territory, though auto sales activity rebounded in August. The only
other positive on the table of economic indicators continues to be employment, though the unemployment rate is
elevated in 2023 compared to 2022 and that is the case through August as well.

The Beaumont Economic Index declined for the 11th straight month in August falling to 100.5 for the month down from
100.8 in July, and down 4.3% from the August 2022 BEI of 105.0. And no wonder, with most components of the index
continuing to register year-over-year declines by various measures, with a handful of exceptions.

Single-family housing construction is contributing to the low overall totals, with the number of new home building
permits issued in August in the single digits for the second straight month with just nine permits compared to 37 in
August 2022. Those nine permits packed a punch, however – the average valuation of those permits was $259,577,
the highest per-home average on record (in nominal, or unadjusted for inflation terms) in Beaumont. 

Construction per building permit valuations was down sharply for the second straight month, and the third of the last
four months, with inflation-adjusted permit activity down by 48% in August compared to August 2022, pulling the
year-to-date total below year-ago levels, down by 5.1% now through August.



This puts the inflation-adjusted total dollar volume of residential real estate sales in Beaumont down by nearly 13% in August, and
a sharp 29% for the year-to-date. The lion’s share of that decline is on the sales side, but the price decline along with the
inflation adjustment widens the margin of year-over-year decline even further.Ke
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lower for the year with a nearly 19% decline in the number of sales through the first eight months of the year. After spiking
upward in July, the average price of those sales was down by just over 4% in August. The year-to-date average is down as well, off
by 5% compared to the January-August 2022 home sale average price.


